. The structures included the dopamine system, as many of the stimulation sites were in close proximity to axons of dopamine neurons or to The present review comprises seven sections which learning behavioral reactions. It is distinctly different
), the few changes being 11% of dopamine neurons, most of them with rewarding responses, show phasic activations in response to conunrelated to the spatial targets of movements (Schultz et al., 1983a) . ditioned aversive visual or auditory stimuli in active avoidance tasks using air puffs or drops of hypertonic Only 14% of dopamine neurons show the phasic activations when primary aversive stimuli are presented, saline (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996) . Thus, the phasic responses of dopamine neurons preferentially report ensuch as an air puff to the hand or hypertonic saline to the mouth, and most of the activated neurons respond vironmental stimuli with positive motivational value, without discriminating between different sensory moalso to rewards (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996) . Although being non-noxious, these stimuli are aversive in dalities.
Responses during Learning that they disrupt behavior and induce active avoidance reactions. However, dopamine neurons are not entirely
The dopamine activation undergoes systematic changes during the progress of learning. Primary reinsensitive to aversive stimuli, as they show depressions or activations with slower time courses following pain wards elicit neuronal activations during initial learning periods which decrease progressively and are transpinch in anesthetized monkeys (Schultz and Romo, 1987) . Also, dopamine release is increased in the striaferred to the conditioned, reward-predicting stimuli with increasing learning, as shown in visual and auditory retum following electric shock or tail pinch in awake rats (Louilot et Dopamine neurons show phasic activations followed . During a transient learning period, both rewards and conditioned stimuli elicit an activation. by depressions in response to novel or intense stimuli. These stimuli have both attentional and rewarding propAfter learning is complete, the activation switches instantaneously between unpredicted rewards and reerties, as agents show orienting responses to these stimuli which they also find rewarding. These data might ward-predicting stimuli (which are tested in separate trials) (Romo and Schultz, 1990; Mirenowicz and Schultz, sugggest that phasic dopamine activations reflect attention-inducing properties of stimuli, including rewards, 1994). One crucial difference between learning and fully acrather than positive reinforcing components Redgrave et al., 1999; Horvitz, 2000) . However, quired behavior is the degree of reward unpredictability. When monkeys learn repeatedly novel pictures in a dopamine neurons are depressed rather than activated by the attention-generating omission of reward (Schultz learning task, they develop a learning habit by which they learn novel stimuli within a few trials (Harlow, 1949). et al., 1993), and they show only few activations to strong attention-generating events such as aversive stimuli These paradigms permit to study single neurons during a whole learning episode and compare the responses (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996) .
Taken together these findings suggest that the phasic with familiar situations, while respecting the limited durations of neurophysiological recordings. In a wellactivations of dopamine neurons report preferentially environmental events with rewarding value, whereas established two-way discrimination learning habit, rewards are expected with a probability of 0.5 during the aversive events may be signaled primarily with a slower time course. The dopamine activations do not seem to initial part of each learning episode ( Figure 1A) . A chance correct response leads to a reward and thus to an outcode primarily attention, although coding of specific forms of attention associated with rewards cannot be come that is better than expected (ϩ50% prediction error). 
Relationships to Learning Theory

Unpredictability of Reward
A crucial feature of dopamine responses is their dependency on event unpredictability. The activations following rewards do not occur when food or liquid rewards are preceded by phasic stimuli that have been conditioned to predict such rewards (Romo and Ljungberg et al., 1992; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994) . The loss of response is not due to a developing general insensitivity to rewards, as activations following rewards delivered outside of tasks do not decrement during several months of experimentation (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994) . Importantly, the criterion of unpredictability includes the time of reward, as rewards elicit transient activations when they are delivered earlier or later than predicted, even though it is certain that the reward will eventually occur . Dopamine neurons are depressed exactly at the time of the usual occurrence of reward when a predicted reward is omitted. The depression occurs when animals fail to obtain reward because of erroneous behavior, when liquid delivery is blocked by the experimenter despite correct behavior, when a liquid valve opens audibly without delivering liquid, or when reward delivery is delayed for 0.5 or 1.0 s (Ljungberg et al., 1991; Schultz et al., 1993; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). The depression occurs even in the absence of any stimuli at the time of the omitted reward which might trigger a response, indicating that the depression does not constitute a simple neuronal response but reflects an expectation process based on an internal clock tracking the precise ries postulate that, in addition to being paired with a stimulus, a reinforcer must not be predicted in order to contribute to learning. Only stimuli can be learned which are associated with reinforcers that are at least to some appear to signal the extent to which the rewarding outcome deviates from the prediction during learning. The degree unpredicted. Reinforcers occurring better than predicted induce learning, fully predicted reinforcers do activations to the reward during initial learning trials are gradually lost as behavioral performance ameliorates not contribute to learning, and reinforcers that are worse than predicted, or omitted reinforcers, lead to extinction and the reward becomes increasingly predicted, whereas of learned behavior. This description holds for a large variety of error-driven learning rules (Sutton and Barto, 1981) and complies with the intuitive concept of learning, according to which behavior changes as long as some outcome is different than predicted, whereas behavior does not change when all outcomes occur exactly as predicted.
The empirical evidence for the role of prediction errors in learning is based on the so-called blocking paradigm, in which a stimulus that is associated with a fully predicted reinforcer cannot be learned (Kamin, 1969) . In this paradigm, a new stimulus is presented together with another stimulus that fully predicts the reinforcer. Thus, the reinforcer is expected and therefore generates a minimal prediction error, and the behavioral measures indicate that learning of the new stimulus is blocked. The blocking effect demonstrates that prediction errors, rather than simple stimulus-reinforcer pairings, play a crucial role in learning situations such as animal conditioning (Kamin, 1969), human conditioning (Martin and Levey, 1991), causal learning , and artificial network learning (Sutton and Barto, 1990) .
If dopamine neurons were to code a reward prediction error, their responses should follow the basic assump- efficacy of the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapses (Marr, 1969) . The prediction error carried by climbing It should be emphasized that the term "prediction error" is a formalism that refers only to the discrepancy befibers may concern, separately, movements and aversive events. Errors in motor performance lead to an tween the outcome and its prediction and does not indicate whether the prediction concerns rewards, stimuli, increase in climbing fiber activity. The error signal occurs when movements adapt to changes in load or vior movements. The following paragraphs evaluate candidate systems in terms of both formalism and content suo-motor gain and reflects magnitudes of errors in visual reaching ( tain simultaneously active inputs to striatal neurons over less active inputs. With competing synaptic inputs, neuronal activities occurring simultaneously with the dopamine signal would be processed with higher priority, as certain inputs would be selected over others depending on their temporal coincidence with the error signal (Schultz, 1998). As a consequence, the dopamine signal could produce a rapid switch of attentional and behavioral processing to reward-predicting, error-generating external events (Redgrave et al., 1999) . Behaviorally, the agent would show an orienting and approach response toward the error-generating event, and the attention induced by the reward prediction error could increase the . thus induced impulses which mimic the dopamine response to unpredicted rewards. Some of these studies Subsequently, the dopamine signal from the rewardpredicting stimulus may serve as teaching signal. The have followed the basic notions of behavioral reinforcement learning according to which the unconditioned response transfer may mediate the phenomenon of conditioned reinforcement, as predictors of primary reinstimulus (US) should follow, rather than precede, the conditioned stimulus (CS) in order to be an effective forcers acquire reinforcing properties themselves. Synaptic weights would be selectively modified on the basis reinforcer. If the dopamine response were to act as a teaching signal in reinforcement learning and constitute of stimulus-and behavior-related activity coincident with the occurrence of the reward-predicting stimulus a neuronal US, it should effectively occur a few seconds after the event to be conditioned, rather than before the and compatible with the three factor learning rule (⌬ ϭ ⑀ r i o), in the same manner as with a dopamine signal event (no backward conditioning). , and basic behavioral reactions without much event discrimithis mechanism probably also holds for the reward-pronation, the results demonstrate the computational cessing neurons in these structures. Moreover, some power of simple bottom-up reward systems in a range neurons in these structures are sensitive to event unpreof behavioral tasks. All of the mentioned reinforcement dictability (see above) and may thus provide teaching models use the reward message as a straightforward signals for other neurons. Due to different anatomic arteaching signal that directly influences modifiable synchitectures, these projections would not exert the apses in executive structures. However, the learning global, divergent influences of dopamine neurons but mechanisms could involve a two stage process in which affect rather selected groups of neurons in a more spethe dopamine reward message would first focus neucific and selective manner. The different learning sysronal processing onto the events surrounding and leadtems would contribute different aspects to the acquisiing to the reward, and the actual learning and plasticity tion of reward-directed behavior, although some overlap mechanisms occur downstream from the incoming and may occur. A dysfunction of dopamine neurons would enhanced reward message. Although neuronal plasticity lead to a deficient prediction error and result in slower downstream of dopamine neurons has rarely been inand less efficient learning, whereas dysfunctions of the vestigated, it might be interesting to test the utility of other reward systems may produce deficits in learning to select appropriate rewards. such more differentiated learning models. learning theories can be used to advance their underKnowlton et al., 1996), which might be due to the abstanding include the serotonin neurons and the cholinersence of a phasic reward signal, very few studies have gic neurons of the nucleus basalis Meynert. This line of experimentation could be extended to the cerebral used the particular stimulus characteristics that would cortex, the striatum, and the amygdala, as these strucLeDoux, 1998), or whether the reward systems are organized in a more refined way. tures process predictions of future outcomes and should, in some ways, be sensitive to prediction errors Addictive Drugs The neurophysiological study of drug addiction in be-(see above) and therefore be understandable in terms of learning theories. A step in this direction has already having animals has largely focused on psychostimulant drugs (cocaine, amphetamine), and it would be imporbeen made in human imaging, the tested prediction being between drugs and diseases (Fletcher et al., 2001) . tant to understand more about the processing of other rewarding drugs, such as heroin and nicotine. Do these More Extensive Models of Reinforcement Learning drugs simply activate some dopamine neurons in a tonic way, or could they change the threshold or gain for Current reinforcement models can be used to simulate biological learning. In particular, the temporal difference inputs to dopamine neurons and thus produce an imaginary reward signal, similar to cocaine? How do opiates model (Sutton and Barto, 1981) discriminates between different rewards, shows sensitivity to outcome devaluation, and uses reward repre-
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